An analytic (series) solution is developed to describe the thermal performance of a porous radial fin with natural convection in the fluid saturating the fin and radiation heat loss from the top and bottom surfaces of the fin. The HAM results for the temperature distribution and base heat flux are compared with the direct numerical results and found to be very accurate.
Introduction
In recent years, several novel ideas have been proposed for producing fins that are significantly lighter but have the thermal performance comparable to that of solid metallic fins. For example, pin fins made of polymer composites impregnated with carbon fibers give designers the flexibility to develop light weight sinks for the thermal management of electronic systems. Because of the large difference in the thermal conductivities of carbon fiber and polymer composite, such a fin exhibits strong orthotropic behavior requiring a two-dimensional heat conduction model for analysis as shown by Bahadur and Bar-Cohen [1] , Zubair et al [2] and Aziz and Makinde [3] . Aziz and Rahman [4] considered a fin made of a functionally graded material and analyzed the performance of a radial fin with a continuously increasing thermal conductivity in the radial direction. Another innovative idea to enhance the performance of solid metal fin is to immerse the last 30 % of the fin in a phase change material [5] .
Many papers have explored the use of porous fins. Although a fin made of a porous material has low thermal conductivity, a very large area of the material comes in contact with the cooling fluid. This enables the porous fin to give superior performance with a significant reduction in weight compared with a solid metal fin. Kiwan [6] introduced the Darcy's model to write the energy equation governing the temperature distribution in the porous fin operating in a natural convection environment. The Darcy model simulates the fluid-solid interaction in the porous medium. He found that the thermal performance of a porous fin can be described by a single parameter S h which is a combination of Rayleigh number, Ra, the Darcy number, Da ,the thermal conductivity ratio, Kr and fin length to thickness ratio, L/t. He found that, with a proper choice of Kr and L/t, the performance of a porous fin can exceed the performance of a solid fin. In a contemporaneous paper, Kiwan [7] extended the analysis to include the effect of radiative surface heat loss and concluded that at large Rayleigh numbers, radiation played a small role in the overall heat transfer process. In a subsequent paper, Kiwan and Zeitoun [8] performed a finite volume type numerical study to assess the performance of rectangular porous fins mounted around the inner cylinder of a cylindrical annulus. They found that under natural convection cooling porous fins enhanced the heat transfer rate by 75 % compared with the corresponding value obtained with solid fins. Kim et al [9] investigated experimentally the impact of porous fins on the pressure drop and heat transfer characteristics of plate-fin heat exchangers. They tested porous fins made of 6106 aluminum-alloy foam with different permeabilities and porosities and concluded that porous fins of low porosity and high pore density are desirable for a compact heat exchanger design. Khaled [10] analyzed a porous rectangular fin with the cooling fluid flowing normal to the top face of the fin. Again he also found that permeable fins transfer more heat than solid fins at large values of dimensionless suction velocity and moderate holes-to-fin ratios. Kundu and Bhanja [11] developed an analytical procedure that allows the optimum dimensions of a porous fin to be established for a specified base heat transfer rate. Taklifi et al [12] studied the effect of MHD on the performance of a porous fin attached to a vertical surface. The use of porous metal fins to enhance condensation has been investigated by Shekarriz and Plumb [13] and Sarma and Mayinger [14] among others. Kahalerras and Targui [15] studied the performance of a double pipe heat exchanger fitted with porous fins. Tye-Gingras and Gosselin [16] used the evolutionary algorithms to minimize the thermal resistance of fin-and-porous-medium heat sink. The concept of thermal network combined with the basic fin theory was used by Jeng et al. [17] to model forced convection over a porous heat sink. Naidu et al. [18] reported a numerical study of natural convection from a cylindrical fin placed in a cylindrical porous enclosure.
Two recent works of immediate relevance to the present study are those of Maheria [19] and Gorla and Bakier [20] . Both these works derive a simple theoretical model to describe the temperature field in a single porous rectangular fin when it is losing heat by simultaneous natural convection and radiation to the surrounding fluid. The model is simple but does capture the essential features of the more elaborate model of Kiwan [6] .
The preceding literature clearly shows the work on porous fins has been confined to straight fins of rectangular profile and pin fins. No attempt has been made to study porous radial fins although radial fins are used in numerous applications where porous fins can provide a lighter, cheaper and superior alternative to solid metallic fins. The purpose of this paper is to use the simplified model proposed by Kiwan [6] and subsequently used by Maheria [19] and Gorla and Bakier [20] to analyze the thermal performance of radial porous fin of uniform thickness.
The energy equation appears in the form of an ordinary differential equation containing two nonlinear terms. The first nonlinear term is associated with the buoyancy effects in the fluid and the permeability of the porous medium. The second nonlinearity is a consequence of radiative cooling at the surface of the fin. Following [6, 19, 20] , we assume the base of the fin at a constant temperature and the tip of the fin to be adiabatic. The present formulation characterizes the effect of ambient temperature differently from Maheria [19] and Gorla and Bakier [20] and provides a 2 better picture of the effect of the ambient temperature on the thermal performance of the fin.
The method adopted to solve the nonlinear problem analytically is the homotopy analysis method (HAM). The method was originally proposed by Liao [21] . Unlike other methods such as the perturbation method, HAM does not mandate the presence of small parameters in the mathematical model for it to work satisfactorily. The method can also be elegantly combined with other analytical tools such as the Pade approximate which is a method of improving the convergence of the series The Pade approximate of a series such as HAM is the ratio of two polynomials, P of degree M and Q of degree N, whose coefficients are determined by imposing the condition that the expansion of the Pade approximate and the HAM series agree to the order M + N and Q(0) = 1. Also, the method allows a convenient way of controlling and adjusting the convergence of the series [22] . These advantages are not available with other methods such as the variational iteration method [23] , the generalized Taylor collocation method [24] , finite difference and finite elements method [25] , discrete Taylor series method [26] , and others [27, 28] . Nomenclature 
Mathematical analysis
Consider a radial (annular or circular) fin of base radius r b , tip radius r t and thickness t as illustrated in Fig.(1) . The base of the fin is maintained at a constant temperature T b . The tip 3 of the fin is assumed to be adiabatic. The fin is made of a porous material of effective thermal conductivity k e f f and permeability K. The fin is in contact with an ambient fluid which infiltrates through the fin following the Darcy's law. The fluid has a specific heat c p, f , density ρ f , kinematic viscosity ν f , thermal conductivity k f and coefficient of volumetric expansion β f . The exposed surfaces (top and bottom) are assumed to gray with a constant emissivity ε and emit radiation to the ambient fluid (temperature T b ), which also serves as the radiation heat sink.
The following assumptions are made in the derivation of the energy equation.
1. the porous fin is homogeneous, isotropic and saturated with the single-phase ambient fluid, 2. the thermo physical properties of both the solid matrix and the fluid are independent of temperature, 3. the solid matrix and the fluid are in local thermodynamic equilibrium, 4. heat conduction occurs only in the radial direction and consequently there are no transverse or circumferential temperature gradients in the fin, 5. the solid-fluid interaction is described by the Darcy's law 6. the fin operates under steady state condition.
Making an energy balance on an element of fin (Fig.1 ) of circumference 2πr, thickness t and radial height dr, we get q r − q r+dr − q conv − q rad = 0
where
where Eq.2 is based on the application of Fourier's law of heat conduction, Eq.3 is the radiative heat losses from the top and bottom faces of the fin and Eq.3 is the rate of change of enthalpy of the buoyant fluid (infiltrate) passing through the fin. This is the rate at which the energy is removed from the fin by the buoyancy induced flow through the fin. The velocity of the buoyancy driven flow ν(r) at any radiation location r is obtained by applying the Darcy's law as follows:
Substituting Eqs. (2)- (5) into Eq.(1) leads to the following nonlinear ordinary differential equation governing the temperature distribution in the fin:
The boundary conditions at the fin's base and at the fin's tip may be written as
We introduce the following dimensionless quantities
and rewrite Eqs (6)- (8) in dimensionless form as follows:
Equation (11) is a nonlinear ordinary differential equation. It contains two nonlinear terms. The first nonlinearity is due to the natural convective transport of energy by the infiltrate. This energy is the rate at which the enthalpy of the infiltrate increases as it flows through the porous fin. The second nonlinear term is associated with the surface radiative heat transfer from the fin to the ambient fluid which also serves as the radiation sink.
It may be noted that the parameter Nc is a combination of Darcy's number Da, Rayleigh number Ra, the thermal conductivity ratio K r and the ratio of fin base radius to fin thickness. The parameter Nr indicates the role of surface radiation relative to conduction in the fin. The parameter θ a is the ratio of ambient fluid temperature and the base temperature . Equations (11) (12) (13) show that the temperature distribution in the fin depends on four dimensionless parameters: Nc, Nr, θ a and R * .
The heat flow through the fin, q ,can be found by applying the Fourier's law at the base of the fin giving
or dimensionless form as
Homotopy analysis method
Let's define the (jointly continuous) map Θ(R; p) → θ(R), where the embedding parameter p ∈ [0, 1], such that, as p increases from 0 to 1, Θ(R; p) vary from the initial guess to the exact solution θ(R). To ensure this, we construct the following zero-order deformation equation of the governing equation:
where 0 is a convergence-control parameter [22] which helps to ensure the convergence of the solution series; the operator N [
Θ(R; p)
] is defined by the governing equation (11) depending on the two-dimensional case. So N can be expressed by
The boundary conditions (12) and (13) yields
L is auxiliary linear operator defined by
Clearly, when p = 0 the zero-order deformation equation (16) and (18) give rise to
When p = 1, they become
Here, θ 0 (R) is initial guess. We can assume the initial guess of θ(R) to be
Expanding Θ(R; p) in the Maclaurin series with respect to the embedding parameter p, we obtain
Assuming that above series converges at p = 1, we have
Differentiating the zero-order deformation equation (16) and (18) 
with the boundary conditions: 
and
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the similarity variable R. Then the solutions for Eqs. (25) can be expressed by
where the integral constants c 1 and c 2 are determined by boundary conditions (26) and H(R) = R.
Hence the mth-order approximation of θ(X) can be generally expressed by
where Γ m,n ( ) are dependent upon . Eq. (30) is a family of solutions which is expressed by the auxiliary parameter . With the aid of mathematical software, such as MATHEMATICA or MAPLE, it is easy to proceed to high orders. It is worth noting that until now, HAM has been applied to steady state problems only. Whether or not it is applicable to transient problems i.e. partial differential equations awaits future research exploration. The computational time needed to implement HAM is comparable to the time needed for the direct numerical solutions but the real advantage of HAM is that it gives an analytical solution.
Results and discussion
It is important to ensure that the solution series (24) converges. Fortunately, we have the freedom to choose the values of the auxiliary parameters . This parameter provides a simple way to adjust and control the convergence region and as well as the rate of convergence of the series solution, as shown by Liao [21] . Let be unknown variable. By plotting the curves of θ ′′ (1) versus , it is possible to choose the proper values of so as to ensure that the series solution converges. A sample of these calculations is shown in Figs.(2) -(3) . The flat regions of the curves in Fig.(2) and Fig.(3) establish the convergence region of the auxiliary parameter.
The HAM results were generated with the 20 terms of the series (24) and found to be in agreement with the direct numerical solution of Eqs. (11) (12) (13) up to three places of decimal. The numerical solutions were obtained using Maple. The software uses a second-order difference scheme combined with an order bootstrap technique with mesh-refinement strategies: the difference scheme is based on either the trapezoid or midpoint rules; the order improvement/accuracy enhancement is either Richardson extrapolation or a method of deferred corrections. Fig.(4) shows the effect of natural convective heat loss on the temperature distribution in the fin when the radiation heat loss, the environment temperature, and the ratio of outer to inner radius are kept fixed. As the buoyancy effects become stronger i.e. Nc increases, the local temperature in the fin decreases. This behavior is synonymous with the well known behavior of the solid radial fin. The decrease in the local temperature is accompanied by the increase in the base heat flow as will be seen later. . The parameter Nc represents the buoyancy effect. Buoyancy is principally a macro scale effect. The buoyancy force influences the velocity and temperature fields. The parameter Nr represents radiation effect. It influences the temperature field by increasing the heat transfer rates from the surface. When the convection parameter Nc and the radiation parameter Nr is allowed to vary as in Fig. (5) , the local fin temperature decreases because of the increasing strength of radiative heat exchange between the exposed surface of the fin and the ambient. 6) shows that as the ambient temperature decreases, it causes the local fin temperature to decrease. This indicates augmented heat transfer rates. These results pertain to the circumstance when the buoyancy induced natural convection is much stronger (Nc = 10) than the surface radiation transport (Nr = 1). The quantity of more practical importance is the heat flow through the base of the fin, −θ ′ (1), given by Eq. (15) . The results appear in Figs. (7)- (10) and cover a wide range of values of the parameters Nc, Nr and θ a for fin geometries with R * = 1.75 and 2.0. These values of R * are often used to design the cooling fins attached to the cylindrical surfaces of combustion chambers and for improving the heat dissipation from the gas-side of the heat exchanger tubes. The results in Figs. (7)- (10) confirm the expectation that as the natural convection and radiation effects increase in strength either individually or in concert, the base heat flow increases. Figures (7) and (8) show that heat transfer rates get augmented as a result of increased buoyancy force. Figures (9) and (10) show that heat transfer rates get augmented as a result of increased emissivity of the surface. We believe the results presented in Fig.(7) -(10) can be used to evaluate the thermal performance of porous radial fins under a variety of operational conditions. Figure (11 ) displays heat transfer rates versus ambient temperature with the ratio of tip radius to base radius (R * ) as a parameter. We observe that the heat transfer rates increase with R * . This is due to the increased heat transfer area as R * increases. As the ambient temperature increases the heat transfer rate decreases. This is to be expected because the driving force for heat transfer rate decreases as θ a increases. 
